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Subject objective 
 

The aim of the course is to acquaint students with modern methods of analysis of different market structures by 

using game theory, with the impact of technology on market structure, advertising strategies, the role of 

information in the market, various aspects of the principal-agent problem and the analysis of certain selected 

branches. 
 
 

Subject outcome   
 

After completing the course the student will learn the methodology of game theory and will be able to apply it in 

the analysis of different market structures that exist in the modern economy. Students will be able to understand 

how companies make decisions on marketing, product prices, etc.. Finally, students will understand the impact 

of asymmetric information on market equilibrium and how to determine the optimal contracts in order to 

overcome the problem of asymmetric information. 
 
 

Subject content  

Theory lessons  
1. Game theory and microeconomics as a theoretical foundation of the course; 2. Market structures and 

organisation (perfect competition and monopoly, market of homogeneous and differentiated products, 

concentration, mergers and barriers to entry); 3. Technology and market structure (research and development, 

economics of compatibility and standards); 4. Marketing (advertising, quality-durability- warranties, pricing 

tactics, bundling-upgrading, the sale policy); 5. The role of information (monitoring, management, 

compensation-regulation, price dispersion and search theory); 6. Selected branches (economics of restaurants, air 

transportation industry, fishing industry, public roads and traffic congestion). 
 

Practice lessons: practice classes, other forms of teaching, study research work   
 

In practice classes extensions of models and numerical examples are considered. 
 
 

Literature  
 

1. Oz Shy, Industrial Organization: Theory and Applications, MIT Press, 1996.  
 
 

Number of active teaching lessons  Other lessons 

 

       
        0 

Lectures: 

 

        4 

Practice 

classes: 

   2 

Other forms of 

teaching: 

         0 

Study research work: 

 

0 
 

Teaching methods  
 

In lectures, topics are discussed in general, and in practice classes, specific numerical examples and some 

extensions of models based on modified assumptions are considered. In practice classes, students have the 

opportunity to discuss their understanding of the models with professors and assistants.  
 

Grading (maximum number of points 100) 

Pre-examination obligations        Points Final exam    Points  

Activities during lectures   Written exam  
 

     

Practice lessons  
 

 Oral exam      60 

Colloquium/a             40 ..........  

Semester papers     
 


